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CPI’s ❺ Core Business Drivers
❶  Innovation – A good idea can be great, but innovations that keep 

coming make a company exceptional. CPI’s industry firsts, Triple 
Split Technology™, Pre-Treat pocket mesh backed mops, dynamic 
dusters, eSeries™, i-mop™ and many more useful tools has made 
CPI the leader in microfi ber and cleaning equipment. Through 
innovation CPI brings the customer tools to reduce workman’s’ 
comp claims and reduce dollars in their budget.

❷  Quality – Unique fi ber manufacturing processes provides 
exceptional life to CPI’s microfi ber products. CPI emphasizes 
high quality engineering in all of its products; illustrated in the 
continued long life of all of the cleaning accessories and carts. 
CPI stands behind their products with industry leading warranties 
and service.

❸  Microfi ber Productivity Focused – CPI is a microfi ber company 
focusing on improving productivity through our 4D Cleaning 
Systems™. CPI has microfi ber and cleaning machines to help 
improve productivity through innovative tools and processes.

❹  Training – CPI has exceptional education programs geared 
toward all levels of cleaning and service. The unique CPI Bello 
Training™ provides everything from product, process and 
sustainability to provide a healthier building with increased 
productivity.

❺  People – Good people make a difference, we listen to our 
distributors, end users and everyone in between, to continue 
providing the best products and services. Our team of quality 
people, not only innovate and produce quality microfi ber products, 
but also provide exceptional service and throughout the life of the 
CPI products. 

Creative Products International, Inc. or CPI is a microfi ber manufacturer, focusing on the 
production of high quality fi bers, components and associated accessories for the commercial 
cleaning industry. The company has proven to be an innovator in the industry through several 
major microfi ber industry staples. Such items as the WAVE microfi ber material revolutionized the 
industry through long lasting fi bers proven in the commercial launderings.

CPI has proven to be the leader in the microfi ber industry
through such major mile stones as the following:

eWAVE™ 
microfi ber 
mop with 
mesh 
backing - 

changed the game in the microfi ber 
Pre-Treating System

DUO Bucket 
– CPI
has even taken 
old technology 
like the bucket 
and wringer
and made it 
better

with the double bucket system of 
the DUO and DB1’s. Molded in 
divider that uses less solution with 
superior cleaning.

eCART™ & i-Cart™ – Taking the 
cleaning system to a new level 
by revolutionizing microfi ber cart 
systems, a bold strong move in 
modular carts.

WAVE TRIO Split 
Technology™ – 
incorporates a unique 
process of fi ber 

construction which holds its shape 
throughout the life of the product. 
From dynamic dusters to wet 
application mops, the WAVE 
products revolutionized the 
microfi ber industry by holding more 
solution and removes more 
contaminants.

Pocket Mop System – 
Systematically changed the way 
people cleaning through pre-treating 
mops and touch free operation. 
Uses 50% less solution.

eSeries™ Cleaning 
System – the eMINI 
cart was designed 
as part of this series 
to focus the worker 
on high performance 
cleaning and 
provide all the 
necessary tools for 
CPI’s 4D Cleaning™ 
System.Together We Can Do More.

       We Are A Team, Come Join Us.

Why CPI
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CPI’s 4D Cleaning™ System

Why We Clean – On the surface, most people clean for 
appearances. So that at fi rst glance, everything “looks” clean. 
At CPI, we take that to the next level. We clean for 
appearances, for health and for the environment. All while 
saving you time and money.  

How We Clean – Our 4D Cleaning™ System trains customers 
how to properly clean an area, literally, from top to bottom. 

Designed With You In Mind  – Our products are designed to 
work together — In A System — to clean more effectively. This 
results in making the “task of cleaning” easier for the end 
user. Each System and tool has been carefully engineered to 
accomplish specifi c tasks to make the most of a workers time 
and effort.

Bello Training™ System

Comprehensive Program – Over a year of planning has gone into 
the CPI Bello Training™ System. Each of the fi ve Training Modules 
go into specifi c details covering a broad range of topics.

Personal Attention – We are with you every step of the way. 
When you purchase CPI products you are opening the door 
to be a part of a comprehensive training program. We want 
to make sure you and your staff are getting the most out of 
our products and Systems. To make that happen we have 
developed the CPI Bello Training™ System.  

Follow Up – We want to make sure you’re satisfi ed. A crucial 
part of the CPI Bello Training™ System takes place long after 
the training is over.

We’ve come to learn the feedback months after training brings 
up great dialog. The Follow-up is in place to ensure that there is a 
high level of confi dence in the use of CPI Products and Systems. 

Sales & Marketing Support   
Experienced Professions  – CPI boasts a diversely 
experienced staff that’s dedicated to your success. We’ve 
always felt that your questions, concerns and ongoing needs 
are always well served with personal attention. CPI’s customer 
service and qualifi ed Sales Professionals always strive to 
exceed your expectations.

Product Literature – Available and at your disposal is an 
ongoing interactive product library consisting of:

•  Product Specifi c Literature
•  Process Specifi c Literature
•  Sales Support worksheets
•  Cleaning Guides & Posters
•  Every section of this and other catalogs available

to download from our website

Video Library – We are constantly adding video to help 
educate everyone on the benefi ts of our products and 
Systems. These videos include the practical application and 
use of the products as well as additional information boasting 
benefi ts such as; water conservation, ergonomic benefi ts, 
cross contamination, CPI product vs. our competitors 
products and industry specifi c uses.

Exceptional Online Presence – We take great pride in using 
technology to our benefi t. As our website continues to evolve 
we will always make sure our customers valuable input is a key 
part of that direction.

Demo PreTreat Bags
PART# CPIeBAG WET

Demo Duff el Bag
PART# CPIeBAG

     ‹‹ The CPIeBAG Benefi ts
•  Packed with a variety of over 50 CPI products

•  Heavy duty construct. Stainless steel clasps and 
zippers, reinforced stitching and tons of storage

•  3 additional poly-zipper bags for quick access to 
products and to help stay organized.

Demo PreTreat Bags

     ‹‹

Nothing is more convincing, and provokes 
more interest, than the demonstration. Put 
the product in the customers hands. From the 
beginning the CPIeBAG sets the tone of the 
presentation with an impressive display of CPI 
product samples.
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System Analysis
CPI will analyze your facilities 

current cleaning procedures 
and recommend an approach 

towards an effi  cient and 
environmentally sound 
solution. We focus on 
these four areas:

Employees
Reduce fatigue 
during cleaning

Customers
Provide a cleaner, healthier 
environment for your 
customers

Environment – Reduce water and 
chemical usage by using microfi ber

Health – Provide a cleaner environment 
with our 4D Cleaning™ System.

Annual Savings Using CPI Microfi ber 
Systems vs. Traditional Cleaning.

Budget Item Annual Amount Saved

Chemical Savings $211,572

Water Savings $161,398

Labor Savings $23,288

Total  Savings/Year $396,257
Amount saved every year

Equipment for entire district - Total Schools = 88

Total equipment cost $375,681

Return on investment — .9 years or 11.4 months

Every facility wants to become ‘Green’ and 
what CPI provides is a method toward 
becoming Environmentally focused through 
our Our 4D Cleaning™ System and CPI Bello 
Training™ System. Through the evaluation 
process each facility will look at the cost of 
implementation.

There are three things that we can control for 
a facility using the afore mentioned Systems. 
They are the Environment, the resulting 
Healthy living and the Cost.

Most facilities look at cost fi rst and then 
what they can get for what they have to 
spend. Our Systems look at the environment 
fi rst. In all cases using the program will save 
money for a facility. An important aspect to 
keep in mind is that “going Green” is not an 
event, it is a journey. CPI helps each facility 
on their journey.

What You Can Expect

Increase cleaning effectiveness with the 
use of 4D Cleaning™ System and CPI Bello 
Training™ System.

•  Improve air quality by picking up and 
removing microscopic particles

•  High performance cleaning fi bers 
removes bacteria

Ergonomic enhancement

•  Reduce employee injuries by eliminating 
the use of conventional buckets and 
wringers

•   No lifting heavy buckets full of water and 
chemical

Prevent cross contamination

•  A Color Coded Process insures proper 
compliance

•   4D Cleaning™ System cleaning provides a 
healthier facility

Reduce chemical and water consumption

•  Use less chemical by utilizing the
Pre-treated  cleaning process

•  Use less water reducing environmental 
conservation concerns

•  Less water and chemical consumption 
means more for your bottom line and 
benefi ts our environment

Cleaning Method Traditional 4D Cleaning™ 
System

Wash Boards 5 minutes 3 minutes

Clean Desktops 15 minutes 2 minutes

Dust Mop 5 minutes 0 minutes

Wet Mop 15 minutes 8 minutes

Total 40 minutes 13 minutes

Proven Results!

CPI has taken proven steps toward helping 
facilities becoming Environmentally 
Sustainable through our Systems and 
Training. This is accomplished by:

•  Providing a healthier living/working area 
through 4D Cleaning™ System

•  Reducing chemical and water 
consumption

•  Reducing overall cleaning cost through 
the CPI Bello Training™ System
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What is it?

The PreTreated System™ is a well 
thought out array of tools that 
seamlessly work together to make 
cleaning tasks effi cient and productive. 
Designed for consistent results and 
built in quality control for workers and 
supervisors.

The PreTreated System Benefi ts
✦  Everything you need to clean is in a 

condensed and accessible system

✦  A simple process ensures effi  cient results

✦  Promotes a healthy work and living 
environment

✦ Uncomplicated and easy to use

✦  Lightweight and ergonomic design causes 
less stress than traditional mops and bucket

✦  Unique design allows for easy access in
congested areas

✦ It saves money

✦ It requires very little water and chemicals

✦ Washable and extremely durable

  *Patent Pending

Step ➊

Measure the proper amount of cleaning 
solution. See solution table on next page.

Step ➍

Collapse frame and line up edges with mop 
pockets and press fi rmly to ‘snap’ frame into 
mop.

Step ➋

Pour measured cleaning solution over mops.

Step ➎

Clean fl oor, walls or other required surfaces.

Step ➌

The eWAVE™ mops are ready to use, all other 
mops fl ip over sealed bucket and let it sit for 
a minimum of 15 minutes.

Step ➏

Push button on frame to release bottom of 
mop. Place mop in dirty bucket.

How Do I use It?
This process allows you to conserve water and chemical usage. Here are the steps to PreTreat microfi ber mops using the
CPI PreTreated Systems™.

~ PreTreated Systems Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details.~ PreTreated Systems Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details.~ PreTreated Systems Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details.

One eSeries™ Kit For Each Worker
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Solution Mixing Tables

For PreTreating CPI Microfi ber (Medium Saturation)

18” WAVE Series
& PTBUCKET

18” SNOW Series
& PTBUCKET

Number of 
Mops

Gallons of 
Solution

Number of 
Mops

Gallons of 
Solution

10 ¾ 10 ½

15 1 15 ¾

20 1 ½ 20 1

25 1 ¾ 25 1 ¼

9” WAVE Trowel
& PTMINI

9” SNOW Trowel
& PTMINI

Number of 
Mops

Gallons of 
Solution

Number of 
Mops

Gallons of 
Solution

20 ¾ 20 ½

25 1 25 ⅔

30 1 ⅓ 30 ¾

35 1

eDouble Cloth
& PTMINI

12” x 12” 250g (MF12)
& PTMINI

Number of 
Cloths

Gallons of 
Solution

Number of 
Cloths

Gallons of 
Solution

15 ½ 15 ¼

25 ¾ 25 ½

40 1 40 ¾

50 1 ¼ 50 1

eWAVE™, ePOCKET & eHANDLE

WALLWASH

WAVEDUST

eDOUBLE, MGLASS, SNOWTROWEL,
WAVETROWEL in PTMINI Buckets

eWAVE™ in PTBUCKETs

Heavy-duty Compartment bag

eSeries Cart Options
➤ eMINI
➤ eMINIXL
➤  eMINIXXL (pictured at right,

microfi ber tools not included)

 Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details. PreTreated Systems ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details. PreTreated Systems ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details. PreTreated Systems ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details. PreTreated Systems ~
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eDOUBLE
PART# eDOUBLE B/R/G/Y

Double sided microfi ber 
cleaning cloth. One side 400g 
heavy duty split microfi ber (light 
gray) opposite side fi ne, non-
streak microfi ber (lime green), 
designed to fi t the CPI PTMINI 
buckets.

Colors:  
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)
trimmed edging.

Spec: 8” x 10” cloths with 
Double Stitched edging with 
polytape ribbing and TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™

Packaging:
48/polybag - 192/case

eWAVE™ II
PART# eWAVE18P B/R/G/Y

Used for low to heavy soil 
levels and all applications 
CPI’s Premium 18″ pocket mop 
with mesh backing for quick 
cleaning solution saturation 
times. Solid color exclusive CPI 
WAVE™ microfi ber material. 
Designed for Pre-Treating in 
CPI 4-D Cleaning Systems™

Colors:   
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)

Spec: 6” x 18” mops with TRIO 
SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 12/vacuum packed 
polybag
48/case ~ Patent Pending

ePOCKET
PART# ePOCKET

Fit CPI 18” pocket mops. 
360 degree swivel, solid core 
frame construction. Frame 
collapses for complete touch 
free operation.
Spec: 16” x 5”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 12/casePackaging:

eHANDLE
PART#
eHANDLE72
eHANDLE48

Heavy Duty aluminum 
telescopic handle. Lime green 
removable grip. Fits ePOCKET, 
eTROWEL, TAB, HOOK, 
WALLWASH & MFLEX frames. 
(Interchangeable handle sets 
designed for color coding)

Spec: Telescopic lengths
#eHANDLE72 = 39.5″ to 72″
#eHANDLE48 = 26.5” to 48”

eWALL™
PART# eWALL

eWall™ frame boasts 360º 
swivel frame, with pocket mop 
functionality. Color coded 
hand grip, built in scraper 
and black light function for 
detecting germs.

Spec: 4” x 9”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case

eHANDLEGRIPS
PART# eHANDLEGRIPS

Designed for eHANDLE. Soft 
construction for ergonomic 
operation, helps prevent 
handles from slipping against a 
wall. Used for color coding.
(1 of each color per set)

Colors:  
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), Yellow(Y)

Packaging:
1/polybag - 1 set/polybag

eTROWEL™
PART#
eTROWELb (blacklight)
eTROWELw (LED white light)

The fi rst trowel with pocket 
mop functionality. Color coded 
hand grip, built in scraper 
and black light function for 
detecting germs.

Spec: 4” x 9”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case

eSNOW, eSCRUB, 
eGLASS
PART# eSNOWB10, 
eSCRUBB10, eGLASSB10

Used for low to medium soil 
with these pads are specifi cally 
designed for the CPI eTROWEL 
with quick release. See page 26 
for details.

eSCRUB = color tabs  

Spec: 5” x 10” pad

Packaging: 12/vacuum packed 
polybag - 48/case

eTROWELPAD
PART#
eTROWELPAD B/R/G/Y

Used for low to heavy soil 
levels. Specially designed 
for the CPI eTROWEL with 
quick release. Features CPI’s 
premium eWAVE™ mop mesh 
backing for quick cleaning 
solution saturation times. 
Exclusive CPI WAVE microfiber 
material. Designed for Pre-
Treating in CPI 4-D Cleaning 
Systems™.

Colors:   
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)

Spec: 5” x 10” pad with TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™ and mesh backing

Packaging: 12/vacuum packed 
polybag - 48/case

eSeries™

De

bris Channel Design

Ex
clu

sive Mesh Backing

eTROWELPAD B/R/G/Y

eWall™ frame boasts 360º 

~ eSeries™ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ eSeries™ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ eSeries™ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ eSeries™ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details 
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PTBUCKET
PART# PTBUCKET B/R/GY/GN

6 gallon (20 Lit.) bucket w/ 
sealing lid, graduation marks 
in gallons & liters, carrying 
handle, optional casters. Inside 
dimension: 20” x 8” x 10.5” H

Colors:  
Blue(BL), Red(RD),
Green(GN), Gray(GY)

Packaging: 10/case

PTMINI
PART# PTMINI B/GY/GN/R

3.5 gallon (13 Lit) bucket with 
sealing lid. Graduation marks in 
gallons & liters. Carrying handle. 
Colors:  
Blue(BL), Red(RD),
Green(GN), Gray(GY)

Spec: 12″ x 9″ x 10″H, Inside dimensions

Packaging: 10/case

PreTreat BUCKET
PART# ANTA125 B/Y/G/R

1.5 gallon (6 Lit.) bucket w/ 
carrying handle, graduation 
marks.
Colors:  
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)

Packaging: 10/case

PTWHEELS
PART# PTWHEELS

2” caster wheels, fi ts 
#PTBUCKETS (set of 4).
Packaging: 25/case

eMINI
PART# eMINI

Heavy duty metal dolly 
construction. 2   - 6 gallon 
buckets and sealing lids
(1-lime green, 1-gray). Fixed 
wheels. 5 handle holders. Wet 
fl oor sign holder (sides). Black 
w/ lime green rubber coated 
push handle

Bucket Colors:  
Buckets available in; Blue(B), Red(R), 
Gray(GY), Lime Green(GN)

eMINIXL
PART# eMINIXL

2 tier, heavy duty metal dolly 
construction. 1 - 6 gallon 
bucket and sealing lid (lime 
green). 2 - 3.5 gallon buckets 
and sealing lids (1-lime green, 
1-gray).
1 Bottle tray. Caster wheels in 
front  — fi xed wheels in back. 
Washable, heavy vinyl bag. 
5 handle holders. Wet fl oor 
sign holder (sides). Black w/ 
lime green rubber coated push 
handle.

Bucket Colors:  
Buckets available in; Blue(B), Red(R), 
Gray(GY), Lime Green(GN)

eMINIXXL
PART# eMINIXXL

2 tier, heavy duty metal dolly 
construction. 2 - 6 gallon 
buckets and sealing lids 
(1-lime green, 1-gray). 2 - 3.5 
gallon buckets and sealing 
lids (1-lime green & 1-gray). 
Caster wheels in front  — fi xed 
wheels in back. Washable, 
heavy vinyl bag. 5 handle 
holders. Wet fl oor sign holder 
(sides). Black w/ lime green 
rubber coated push handle

Bucket Colors:  
Buckets available in; Blue(B), Red(R), 
Gray(GY), Lime Green(GN)

eMINISMALL
PART# eMINISM

Hanging 6 gallon bucket and 
sealing lid. Fits on front of 
janitor cart

(hangs from front of shelf)

Bucket Colors:  
Buckets available in; Blue(B), Red(R), 
Gray(GY), Lime Green(GN)

eSeries™

 Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details eSeries™ ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details eSeries™ ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details eSeries™ ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details eSeries™ ~
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eCLASSROOM
PART# eCLASSROOM

1 -  eMINI XL
(PTBUCKET blue, PTMINI green & gray)

1 - eHANDLE72
1 - ePOCKET
1 - eHANDLEgrips
1 - eHANDLE48
1 - WALLWASH
1 - TROWEL
12 - eWAVE18PB
12 - SNOWTROWEL
12 - eDOUBLE B
12 - WAVETROWELB9

Laminated WALLCHART
and on site training.

eRESTROOM
PART# eRESTROOM

1 -  eMINI XL
(PTBUCKET red, PTMINI green & gray)

1 -  eHANDLE72
1 -  ePOCKET
1 -  eHANDLEgrips
1 -  eHANDLE48
1 -  WALLWASH
12 - eWAVE18PR
12 - eDOUBLE R
12 - eDOUBLE Y
12 - WAVETROWELR9

Laminated WALLCHART
and on site training.

eCAFETERIA
PART# eCAFETERIA

1 -  eMINI XL
(PTBUCKET green, PTMINI green & gray)

1 -  eHANDLE72
1 -  ePOCKET
1 -  eHANDLEgrips
1 -  eHANDLE48
1 -  WALLWASH
1 -  TROWEL
12 - eWAVE18PG
12 - SNOWTROWEL
12 - eDOUBLE R
12 - eDOUBLE Y
12 - WAVETROWELB9

Laminated WALLCHART
and on site training.

ePATIENT
PART# ePATIENT

1 -  eMINI XL
(PTBUCKET blue, PTMINI green & gray)

1 -  eHANDLE72
1 -  ePOCKET
1 -  eHANDLEgrips
12 - eWAVE18PB
24 - eDOUBLE B
24 - eDOUBLE R

Laminated WALLCHART
and on site training.

eKITS

~ eKITS Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ eKITS Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ eKITS Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ eKITS Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details 
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POCKETFRAME
PART# POCKETFRAME

Pocket frame with collapsible 
swivel for touch free 
operation. Honeycomb base.
Colors: 
Gray with blue collar

Spec: 16” x 5”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 20/case

WAVEPOCKET
PART#
WAVEPOCKETB18
WAVEPOCKETR18
WAVEPOCKETG18
WAVEPOCKETY18
WAVEPOCKETW18

Used for low to heavy soil levels 
and all applications. Premium 18” 
looped microfi ber mop with CPI 
WAVE microfi ber, pocket backing. 

Microfi ber colors:    
Blue (B), Green (G), Red (R), Yellow 
(Y), White (W)

Spec: 6” x 18” mops with TRIO 
SPLIT Technology™

Packaging:12/polybag - 48/case

TRIOMOP
PART# TRIOMOP

Used for low to medium soil 
levels on rubber fl oors and 
polished stone. Three sided 
18” microfi ber mop with short 
nap cut pile microfi ber, pocket 
backing. Designed for rubber 
fl oors and more resistant 
surfaces

Spec: 12” x 18” opened.
6” x 18” folded.

Packaging:
1/polybag - 25/case

SNOWPOCKET
PART# SNOWPOCKETB18

Used for low soil levels on 
table tops, walls and ceilings. 
Short nap cut pile 18” 
microfi ber mop with pocket 
backing.
Spec: 6” x 18” 

Packaging: 12 polybag - 48 per 
case

SCRUBPOCKET
PART# SCRUBPOCKET

Used for low to medium soil on 
steps, rubber fl oors and grimy 
surfaces. Microfi ber scrubber 
mop with short loop microfi ber 
and poly microfi ber square 
block scrubber pads and 
pocket backing. Featuring color 
coding selector tabs in blue, 
green, yellow and red.

Selector tabs:   
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)

 multi-color blue microfi ber.

Spec: 6” x 18” 

Packaging: 12/polybag - 48/case

TIGERPOCKET
PART # TIGERPOCKETB18

Used for low to medium soil 
levels and all applications. 
Economical combination 
microfi ber mop with blue 
nap pile and outer CPI WAVE 
fringe. Pocket backing.

Color:  multi-color blue 
microfi ber.

Spec: 6” x 18” mop with TRIO 
SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 12/polybag - 48/case

Microfiber POCKET Mops

 Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details Microfi ber Pocket Mops ~  Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details Microfi ber Pocket Mops ~  Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details Microfi ber Pocket Mops ~  Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details Microfi ber Pocket Mops ~ 
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Cleaning Systems

‹‹ CPIs DB1 System is designed
to used with TAB Mops

DB1 System
What is it?

The DB1 System is used for light to medium 
soil and an average size surface area. The 
unique advantage of the DB1 is that it’s 
utilizing a flat TAB mop. In contrast to the DUO 
and TUBE Mop, a TAB mop can fi rst clean 
counter tops and vertical surfaces THEN 
move it’s way down to the floor and other 
horizontal surfaces.

The DB1 System Benefi ts
✦  Consistent results with roller wringer.

✦  The roller wringer allows the same moisture
level with all workers

✦  Microfi ber TAB mop does not stink or
bio-degrade like traditional mops

✦  Better surface contact - Picks up the small 
particles you can’t see

✦  Designed to be light weight, can carry up steps 
(without water) easier than traditional buckets

‹‹ CPIs DB1 System is 
to used with TAB Mops

One piece, divided bucket with
a solid wall divided bucket

Ergonomic designed handle
and roller wringer

3 gallon clean water side and
4.5 gallon dirty water side.

Durable vinyl coated
swivel casters

De

bris Channel Design

~ DB1 System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DB1 System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DB1 System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DB1 System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details 

100% Microfi ber
material
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DB1 System

Step ➊

Fill solution compartment with
cleaning agent (3 gallons).

Step ❺
 

Wring out mop by placing frame horizontal 
outside of wringer with mop hanging inside, 
and then push down on wringer handle. Pull 
back up on wringer handle to release mop.

Step ➋

Fill rinse compartment (wringer side) 1/3 
full with clean water (1.5 gallons).

Step ➏
 

Submerge mop in clean solution 
compartment. Repeat step 5. Wring out mop.

Step ➌
 

Push tab of mop through open end of tab 
opening on frame, press fi rmly to close. 
Collapse frame and repeat for other tab.

Step ➐
 

With frame collapsed, hold 6 inches off fl oor, 
twist handle ¼ turn and let mop fall freely to 
fl oor. After mop has opened on the fl oor, press 
fi rmly down on handle to lock frame in place. 
Clean fl oor.

Step ➍

Submerge mop in rinse compartment through 
center of wringer. Agitate to loosen any soil.

Step ➑

Step on pedal to collapse frame. Repeat steps 
4 through 7 until fl oor is clean. When fi nished 
with job, remove mop by pulling on tabs. 
Launder or rinse mop.

How Do I use It?

 Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details DB1 System ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details DB1 System ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details DB1 System ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details DB1 System ~
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Innovative Microfi ber
Cleaning SystemsDB2 System

What is it?

The DB2 System is used for heavily 
soiled and large surface areas. The unique 
advantage of the DB2 is that it’s utilizing a 
flat TAB mop with large capacity buckets. In 
contrast to the DUO and TUBE Mop, a TAB 
mop can fi rst clean counter tops and vertical 
surfaces THEN move it’s way down to the 
floor and other horizontal surfaces.

The DB2 System Benefi ts
✦ Greater capacity

✦ Cleans more square footage than single buckets

✦  Consistent results with the roller wringer

✦  Easy to change the clean and dirty water buckets

✦ Multiple storage areas

3” swivel casters 
with bumpers

Two - 6.25 gallon 
buckets clean and 

dirty water

Ergonomic designed 
roller wringer
and handle

DB2 Trolly includes 
two storage 

containers, mop 
handle holders and 

push handle.

CPIs DB2 System is designed 
to used with TAB Mops ››  

100% Microfi ber
material

~ DB2 System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DB2 System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DB2 System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DB2 System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details 
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DB2 System

Step ➊

Fill solution compartment with
cleaning agent (6 gallons).

Step ❺

Wring out mop by placing frame horizontal 
outside of wringer with mop hanging inside, 
and then push down on wringer handle. Pull 
back up on wringer handle to release mop.

Step ➋

Fill rinse compartment (wringer side) 1/3 
full with clean water (2 gallons).

Step ➏
 

Submerge mop in clean bucket (green). 
Repeat step 5 - wring out mop.

Step ➌
 

Push tab of mop through open end of tab 
opening on frame, press fi rmly to close. 
Collapse frame and repeat for other tab.

Step ➐
 

With frame collapsed, hold 6 inches off fl oor, 
twist handle ¼ turn and let mop fall freely to 
fl oor. After mop has opened on the fl oor, press 
fi rmly down on handle to lock frame in place. 
Clean fl oor.

Step ➍

Submerge mop in rinse bucket in front of the 
wringer. Agitate to loosen any soil.

Step ➑

Step on pedal to collapse frame. Repeat steps 
4 through 7 until fl oor is clean. When fi nished 
with job, remove mop by pulling on tabs. 
Launder or rinse mop.

How Do I use It?

 Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details DB2 System ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details DB2 System ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details DB2 System ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details DB2 System ~
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DB1
PART# DB1

One-Piece divided bucket with 3” 
casters and roller wringer, pole 
holder.

Colors: 

Spec: 4.5 gallon rinse capacity and 3 
gallon clean solution capacity.

Optional drain valve available.
PART# DB1VALVE

DB2
PART# DB2

Two bucket trolley with roller wringer, 
caddie (green) for spray bottles or 
cloths, bottom storage caddy (gray) 
for mops or trowel, pole holder, 
reversible metal push handle and 3” 
swivel casters with plastic bumpers.

Colors: 

Spec: Trolley with two 6.25 gallon buckets 
(green & gray)

TABFRAME
PART# TABFRAME

Frame with swivel for collapsible, 
touch free operation. Used for all TAB 
Mops.

Color: 

Spec: 16” x 5”

Packaging: 10/case

WAVETAB
PART#
WAVETABY18 (Yellow)
WAVETABR18 (Red)
WAVETABB18 (Blue)
WAVETABG18 (Green)

Used for low to heavy soil levels and 
all applications. Premium 18” looped 
microfi ber mop with bonding yarn 
and tab backing.  Fit both CPI and 3 
hole TAB frames.

Colors:    
Yellow(Y), Red(R), Blue(B), Green(G)

Spec: 6” x 18” mop with TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™ and coated polyester 
backing.

Packaging: 48/case

SNOWTAB
PART# SNOWTABB18

Used for low soil levels on table tops, 
walls and ceilings. Short nap cut pile 
18” microfi ber mop with tab backing.

Microfi ber color:  blue trim with white 
microfi ber

Spec: 6” x 18”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 48/case

Microfiber TAB Mops

~ Microfi ber TAB & Roller Wringer Mops Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ Microfi ber TAB & Roller Wringer Mops Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ Microfi ber TAB & Roller Wringer Mops Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ Microfi ber TAB & Roller Wringer Mops Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details 
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Microfiber HOOK Mops

FPTROLLEY
PART#
FPTROLLEY
FPBUCKETP
(bucket & press only)
FPBAG (heavy duty bag)

Trolley with Flat Press Bucket 
and Mop Press, 8 gallon 
bucket capacity, built in 
handle with 3” swivel casters.

colors:  

Sold separately:
8 gallon bucket with flat press. 
Fits on FPTROLLEY, OPCART and 
LOCKCART.
PART# FPBUCKETP

Heavy duty bag with grommets.
PART# FPBAG

HOOKFRAME
PART# HOOKFRAME

Plastic frame with swivel, 
removable hook & loop strips.

Color: 

Spec: 16” x 5”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case

Replacement
HOOK & LOOP strips
PART# HOOKSET (set)
12 ¾” replacement strip for short 
side

13 ⅜” replacement strip for long 
side

WAVEHOOK
PART#
WAVEHOOKB18
WAVEHOOKR18
WAVEHOOKG18
WAVEHOOKY18
WAVEHOOKW18

Used for low to heavy soil 
levels and all applications. 
Premium 18” looped 
microfi ber mop with CPI 
WAVE microfi ber and hook & 
loop backing. 
Microfi ber colors:    
Green (G), Red (R), Blue (B), Yellow 
(Y), White (W)

Spec: 6” x 18” mops with TRIO 
SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 12/polybag - 48/case

SNOWHOOK
PART#
SNOWHOOKB18

Used for low soil levels 
on table tops, walls and 
ceilings. Short nap cut pile 
18” microfi ber mop with hook 
backing. 
Microfi ber color:  blue trim with 
white microfi ber

Spec: 6” x 18”

Packaging: 12 polybag - 48 per 
case

TIGERHOOK
PART#
TIGERHOOKB18

Used for low to medium soil 
levels and all applications. 
Economical combination 
microfi ber mop with blue nap 
pile, outer CPI WAVE fringe 
and Hook Backing 18”. 
Color:  multi-color blue 
microfi ber

Spec: 6” x 18” mops with TRIO 
SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 12/polybag - 48/case

SMARTBLUE
PART#
SMARTBLUE18

Used for low to medium 
soil levels on waxed fl oors. 
Microfi ber mop, hook and loop 
backing, 18”.
Color:  multi-color blue

Spec: 6” x 18”

Packaging: 12/polybag - 96/case

 Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details Microfi ber Hook Mops ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details Microfi ber Hook Mops ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details Microfi ber Hook Mops ~ Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details Microfi ber Hook Mops ~



Increased Profitability 

CPI’s 4D Cleaning™ Systems
are uniquely designed to clean with 
a high level of efficiently proven to 
save time and energy in day-to-day 

cleaning procedures.

BEFORE

AFTER

Easily clean around
and under Furniture.  

Previously unsafe tasks
now become safe and routine. 

Now clean in areas you never
before considered due to lack

of time or inadequate equipment.

eSeries MINI XL

Lightweight, ergonomic 
designs developed for the 

workers wellbeing and safety. 

18



Nursing Stations
eMINI™ System

Hotel & Hospitality
eCART™ System

Food Services
DUO System

Hospital Patient Rooms
eCART™ System

Offi  ces / Contractor Cleaning
eMINI™ System

Locker Room Cleaning
DB2 System

Public Restrooms
DB1 (fl oors)

Healthclubs & 
eMINI™ System

Schools 
eMINI™ SystemThe Right System

For Every Task.For Every Task.For Every Task.For Every Task.
eMINI™
✦ For light to medium soil levels
✦  Simple process ensures effi  cient results
✦  It requires very little water and chemicals
✦ Lightweight, ergonomic design

eCART™
✦  Designed for pretreated microfi ber
✦  User chooses the design and function 

based on specifi c needs.

DB1
✦  Used for medium to heavily soiled areas
✦  Lighter that most traditional buckets and 

wringers
✦  Consistent results with roller wringer

DB2
✦ Used for heavily soiled areas
✦  Large water and solution capacity allows 

worker to clean sizable square footage areas

DUO
✦ Used for heavily soiled areas 
✦  TUBE Mops release dirt far better in the rinse cycle
✦ Solid, quality construction
✦ Greater capacity

19
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DUO System
What is it?

CPI microfi ber TUBE Mops and DUO 
bucket are specifi cally designed for 
large surfaces areas and or heavily 
soiled floors. This large capacity 
bucket ensures your water and 
cleaning solution stays cleaner longer 
and is extremely easy to maneuver. 

The DUO Benefi ts
✦  TUBE Mops release dirt far better in the 

rinse cycle

✦  Clean side of bucket water stays clean 
unlike a traditional one compartment 
bucket

✦  Larger capacity 9.5 gallons, more productive 
and less trips back to janitors closet

✦  Easy to maneuver and good quality

✦  TUBE Mops don’t stink or bio-degrade
like traditional mops

Stainless steel 
ergonomic handleExtra large 

down press to 
accommodate 

TUBE mops

Solid Inside Divider
Keeps the dirty water 
and cleaning solution 
completely separate.

Tremendous
Stability
Extra wide ball
bearing 3” Swivel casters

Rein
forced Exterior Walls

Solid Inside Divider

completely separate.

~ DUO System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DUO System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DUO System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ DUO System Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details 

4.5 gallon clean water 
section and 5 gallon 
rinse water section.

Metal carry handle

CPIs DUO Microfiber Bucket is designed
to used with TAB Mops or TUBE Mops ›› 
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DUO System

Step ➊

Fill rinse compartment (under wringer) with 
2 gallons of clean water.

Step ❺

Clean the fl oor.

Step ➋

Fill clean compartment (front of bucket) 
with 4 gallons of diluted cleaning solution.

Step ➏

Repeat steps 3-6 until desired area is 
cleaned.

Step ➌

Dip CPI microfi ber tube mop in rinse 
compartment.

Step ➍
 

Wring out mop. Dip mop in clean compartment. 
Wring out the mop one more time.

How Do I use It?

Sewn in band
for added stability

Use the
DUO INSERT 

for all TAB mop 
applications

Abrasive scrubber heads

100% Microfi ber
material
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DUO
PART# DUO (lime green)
DUO B (blue)

Divided bucket and downpress wringer 
with 5 gallon rinse water and 4½ gallon 
clean water capacity. 3” swivel casters. 
features: pole holder, carry handle and 
front pour spout. Wringer insert included 
for fl at TAB mop use.

Colors:  

Sold separately: Rinse water empty valve
(optional #DUOVALVE)

Scrub Headband 
Microfi ber Tube MOP
PART#
MOPL (blue) 
MOPM (green)
MOPS (yellow)

Microfi ber tube mop, 7” scrubber head 
band, tubular microfi ber construction. 
Color coded tailbands. Lint-free design.

Microfi ber colors:    

Spec: 100% Microfi ber constructed tubes 
(lint free with stitching inside of tube) with 
polyester scrubber headband.

All Tube Mop Headband & Tailband colors:

Large = Red
Medium = Green
Small = Yellow

Packaging: 1/polybag - 12/case

Mesh Headband
Microfi ber Tube Mops
SIZE PART# Color Combo

La
rg

e MOPL BLU blue mop - red band
MOPL GRN green mop - red band
MOPL ORG orange mop - red band

M
ed

iu
m MOPM BLU blue mop - green band

MOPM GRN green mop - green band
MOPM ORG orange mop - green band

Sm
al

l MOPS BLU blue mop - yellow band
MOPS GRN green mop - yellow band
MOPS ORG orange mop - yellow band

Microfi ber tube mop with mesh 
head band and tubular microfi ber 
construction.
Microfi ber colors:   

Spec: 100% microfi ber flat tube construction, 
poly headband.

Packaging: 12/case

Yolk Style Mop
Holder & Handle
PART# MOPHOLDER
PART# AHANDLE60

Stainless steel yolk riveted onto ABS 
plastic mop holder with threaded 
connector and locking pin to fi t 60” 
one-piece rigid aluminum mop handle.

Aluminum handle, 60”, one piece, fi ts 
POCKET, TAB, HOOK, WALL WASH & 
MFLEX
Spec: Plastic construction with stainless 
steel bail wire and holding clip.

Packaging: 12/case

Clamp Style
Mop Holder
PART# MOPJAWS 

Heavy duty ABS engineered plastic 
clamping style mop holder for fi tting 
thick headbands folded in half. 
Tough screw-down threaded collar 
collapses the jaws and griping teeth 
onto headband for secure and tight fi t. 
Threaded connector and locking pin 
mounts onto yellow fi berglass handle 
with rubber, non-slip grip.

Microfiber TUBE Mops

DUO
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MDUSTMOP
PART#
MDUSTMOP18 MDUSTMOP24
MDUSTMOP36 MDUSTMOP48
MDUSTMOP60 MDUSTMOP72

Microfi ber dust mop with debris 
channel design, 1.5” loop pile, 5” slip 
pocket backing (fi ts 5” wire frame).
Microfi ber color: 

Spec: Polyester coated backing material 
with double stitched banded edging. WAVE 
microfi ber construction with TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™

Packaging:
18”-24” = 12/polybag - 48/case
36” = 12/polybag - 24/case
48”  = 6/polybag - 24/case
60” = 6/polybag - 18/case
72” = 1/polybag - 12/case

DFRAME
PART#
DFRAME18 DFRAME24
DFRAME36 DFRAME48
DFRAME60 DFRAME72

Metal wire frame that fi ts 
MDUSTMOPs 18” – 72″. Full weld 
construction. Zinc plated. Quick 
connect center pivot.

Packaging: 12/case

Spec: 18” – 72″ x 5”

ERGO Dust Mop 
Handle
PART# DHANDLE60

Clip-on dust mop handle, aluminum 
with ergonomic foam hand grip, fi ts 
wire dust mop frames.

Colored handle grip and trim:  black grip

Spec: Aluminum handle with zinc plated 
quick connect fi tting. foam ergo center 
grip, plastic end hand grip.

Packaging: 1/polybag - 20/case

Wood Handle
PART#
9000

Clip-On wooden dust mop handle 
with chrome quick connect clip-on 
bracket.

Packaging: 12/case

Fiberglass Handle
PART#
9000YELFIB

Clip-On fi berglass dust mop handle 
with chrome quick connect clip-on 
bracket.

Packaging: 12/case

Microfiber Dust Mops

MDUSTMOP DFRAME

Microfiber Dust MopsMicrofiber Dust Mops
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MFLEXPK2
PART# MFLEXPK2

Flexible duster with removable 
12” handle (may attached to 
telescopic handles). Low nap 
removable microfi ber sleeve 
(may be laundered).

Handle and Microfi ber color:

 

Spec: 12” removable handle and 
100% microfi ber sleeve with TRIO 
SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 1/polybag - 25/case

MSLEEVE
PART# MSLEEVE

Replacement microfi ber 
sleeve for MFLEXPK2.

Microfi ber color: 

Spec: 100% microfi ber sleeve with 
TRIO SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 1 polybag - 50 per 
case

MFLEXWAVE
PART# MFLEXWAVE

Flexible duster with removable 
12” handle (may attached 
to telescopic handles). 
Removable WAVE microfi ber 
2” long strands sleeve (may 
be laundered).

Handle and Microfi ber color:

 

Spec: 12” removable handle and 
Web backing for easy wash out in 
laundering. 100% microfi ber sleeve 
with TRIO SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 1/polybag - 25/case

MWAVE
PART# MWAVE

Replacement microfi ber WAVE 
sleeve for MFLEXWAVE.

Microfi ber color: 

Spec: Web backing for easy 
wash out in laundering. 100% 
microfi ber sleeve with TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™

Packaging: 1/polybag - 50/case

WAVEDUST
PART# WAVEDUST

Duster with WAVE material, 
extension handle (34” to 
51”). Head is removable and 
Launderable WAVE microfi ber. 

Handle and Microfi ber color:

 

Spec: Aluminum extension 
handle (34” to 51”), web backing 
for easy wash out in laundering 
and microfi ber with TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™

Packaging: 1/polybag - 25/case

WAVEDUSTHEAD
PART# WAVEDUSTHEAD

Replacement head for 
WAVEDUST with 2 snaps for 
attaching to handle.

Microfi ber color: 

Spec: Web backing for easy wash 
out in laundering and microfi ber 
with TRIO SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 1 polybag - 50 per 
case

Microfiber Dusters

WAVEDUST

Replacement microfi ber WAVE 
sleeve for MFLEXWAVE.

Microfi ber color:

Web backing for easy 
wash out in laundering. 100% 
microfi ber sleeve with TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™

Packaging: 1/polybag - 50/case

WAVEDUST
PART# WAVEDUST

Duster with WAVE material, 
extension handle (34” to 
51”). Head is removable and 
Launderable WAVE microfi ber. 

MFLEXWAVE
PART# MFLEXWAVE

~ Microfi ber Dusters Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ Microfi ber Dusters Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ Microfi ber Dusters Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details ~ Microfi ber Dusters Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details 
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12”  ~ 250gram
PART#
MF12 YEL/BLU/RED/GRN

General purpose 100%
microfi ber cloth. 

Colors:    
Yellow(YEL), Blue(BLU), Red(RED), 
Green(GRN)

Spec: 12” x 12”, 250gram weight. 
Double Stitched edging with 
polytape ribbing.

Packaging: 12/polybag - 288/case

16”  ~ 250gram
PART# MCLOTH Y/B/R/G

General purpose 100%
microfi ber cloth. 

Colors:    
Yellow(Y), Blue(B),
Red(R), Green(G)

Spec: 16” x 16”, 250gram weight. 
Double Stitched edging with 
polytape ribbing.

Packaging: 12/polybag - 288/case

16”  ~ 300gram
PART#
MCLOTH300 Y/B/R/G

Heavy duty 100%
microfi ber cloth. 

Colors:     
Yellow(Y), Blue(B),
Red(R), Green(G), Orange(N)*

Spec: 16” x 16”, 300gram weight. 
Double Stitched edging with 
polytape ribbing.

Packaging: 12/polybag - 288/case

18” Bar Towel
PART# MCLOTH300W

Heavy duty 100%
microfi ber bar cloth. 

Colors:  (trim)

Spec: 14” x 18”, 300gram weight. 
Double Stitched edging with 
polytape ribbing.

Packaging: 12/polybag - 288/case

eDOUBLE
PART# eDOUBLE B/R/G/Y

Double sided microfi ber 
cleaning cloth. One side 400g 
heavy duty split microfi ber (light 
gray) opposite side fi ne, non-
streak microfi ber (lime green), 
designed to fi t the CPI PTMINI 
buckets.

Colors:  
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)
trimmed edging.

Spec: 8” x 10” cloths with 
Double Stitched edging with 
polytape ribbing and TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™

Packaging: 48/polybag - 192/case

MGLASS
PART# MGLASS

Heavy duty microfi ber glass 
cleaning cloth. 

Colors: 

Spec: 16” x 16”, 300gram weight. 
Double Stitched edging with 
polytape ribbing.

Packaging: 12/polybag - 288/case

Microfiber Cloths

CPI can accommodate special orders. If there’s a color and/or size that you don’t see listed, contact us for more information.
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ERGO Dust Mop 
Handle
PART# DHANDLE60

Clip-on dust mop handle, 
aluminum with ergonomic 
foam hand grip, fi ts wire dust 
mop frames.

Colored handle grip and trim:  
black grip

Spec: Aluminum handle with zinc 
plated quick connect fi tting. foam 
ergo center grip, plastic end hand 
grip.

Packaging: 1/polybag - 20/case

Wood & 
Fiberglass Dust 
Mop Handles
PART#
9000 (wood)
9000YELFIB (fi berglass)

Clip-On dust mop handle, 
WOOD (part# 9000) and 
yellow fi berglass (part# 
9000YELFIB) with chrome 
quick connect clip-on bracket.

Colored handle and trim:  

Packaging: 12/case

Yolk Style Mop
Holder & Handle
PART# MOPHOLDER
PART# AHANDLE60

Stainless steel yolk riveted 
onto ABS plastic mop holder. 
Threaded connector and 
locking pin to fi t 60” one-piece 
rigid aluminum mop handle.
Spec: Plastic construction with 
stainless steel bail wire and 
holding clip.

Packaging: 12/case

Clamp Mop Holder
PART# MOPJAWS 

ABS engineered plastic 
clamping style mop holder fi ts 
thick headbands. Screw-down 
threaded collar collapses jaws, 
grips teeth onto headband. 
handle with rubber, non-slip grip.

ATHANDLE
PART# ATHANDLE

Aluminum telescopic handle 
with gray grip. Fits POCKET, 
ePOCKET, TAB, HOOK, 
WALLWASH & MFLEX frames

Colored handle grip and trim: 

Spec: 39.5” to 72”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 12/case

Extension 
Handles
PART#
ATHANDLE180 (15’)
ATHANDLE235 (20’)

Aluminum Telescopic Handle 
with removable pole section 
and collars. Fits POCKET, TAB, 
HOOK & WALLWASH frames, 
includes #ADAPTOR to fi t 
MFLEX & window washing 
hardware.

Colored handle grip and trim: 

Spec: 15’ (65” to 180”)
3 sections of 60” each

20’ (84” to 235”)
3 sections of 78” each

Packaging: 10/case

eHANDLE
PART#
eHANDLE72 (72”)
eHANDLE48 (48”)

Heavy Duty aluminum 
telescopic handle. Lime green 
removable grip. Fits ePOCKET, 
TAB, HOOK, WALLWASH & 
MFLEX frames.

(interchangeable handle sets 
designed for color coding)

Spec: Telescopic lengths
#eHANDLE72 = 39.5″ to 72″
#eHANDLE48 = 26.5” to 48”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 12/case

Handles
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eTROWEL
PART#
eTROWELb (blacklight)
eTROWELw (LED white light)

The fi rst trowel with pocket 
mop functionality. Color 
coded hand grip, built in 
scraper and black light 
function for detecting germs.

Spec: 4” x 9”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case

Patent PendingPatent Pending

eWALL
PART#
eWALL

eWall™ frame boasts 360º 
swivel frame, with pocket 
mop functionality. Color 
coded hand grip, built in 
scraper and black light 
function for detecting germs. 

Spec: 4” x 9”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case

Patent Pending

eTROWELPAD
PART#
eTROWELPAD B/R/G/Y

Used for low to heavy soil 
levels. Specially designed 
for the CPI eTROWEL with 
quick release. Features CPI’s 
premium eWAVE™ mop mesh 
backing for quick cleaning 
solution saturation times.
Designed for Pre-Treating in 
CPI 4-D Cleaning Systems™.

Colors:   
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)

Spec: 5” x 10” pad with TRIO 
SPLIT Technology™ and mesh 
backing

Packaging: 12/vacuum packed 
polybag - 48/case

eGLASS
PART# eGLASSB10

Used for glass and mirrors 
the microfi ber glass cleaning 
Specially designed for the CPI 
eTROWEL with quick release.

Spec: 5” x 10” pad

Packaging: 12/vacuum packed 
polybag - 48/case. Patent Pending

eSCRUB
PART# eSCRUBB10

Used for low to medium soil 
with poly microfi ber square 
block scrubber pads. Specially 
designed for the CPI eTROWEL 
with quick release. Excellent 
for removing soap scum.

Selector tabs:   
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)

Spec: 5” x 10” pad

Packaging: 12/vacuum packed 
polybag
- 48/case. Patent Pending

eSNOW
PART# eSNOWB10

Used for low soil levels on 
table tops, walls and ceilings. 
Specially designed for the CPI 
eTROWEL with quick release.

Spec: 5” x 10” pad

Packaging: 12/vacuum packed 
polybag - 48/case. Patent Pending

Durable Hook & Loop Backing

TROWEL
PART# TROWEL

Hand trowel with handle and 
scrapper edge. Hook & loop 
backing.

Color:  blue

Spec: 4” x 9”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case

WALLWASH
PART# WALLWASH

Wall wash frame with swivel, 
hook & loop backing. Fits CPI 
ATHANDLE and eHANDLE

Color:  blue

Spec: 4” x 9”

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case

Durable Hook & Loop Backing

WAVETROWEL
PART#
WAVETROWELB9 (blue)
WAVETROWELR9 (red)

Used for low to heavy soil 
levels and all applications. Use 
in bathrooms, chalkboards and 
heavier soiled areas such as 
grouted tile. WAVE material 
microfi ber pad with hook & 
loop backing. Fits hand trowel 
and wall wash frames.

Microfi ber colors:  
Red(R), Blue(B)

Spec: 5” x 10” pad with TRIO 
SPLIT Technology™

Packaging: 12/polybag - 48/case

MGLASSTROWEL
PART# MGLASSTROWELB9

Used for glass and mirrors the 
microfi ber glass cleaning pad 
is a microfi ber glass cleaning 
cloth sewn onto hook & loop 
backing with foam backing to 
absorb extra solution.

Color:  blue
Spec: 5” x 10”

Packaging: 12/polybag - 48/case

SCRUBTROWEL
PART# SCRUBTROWELB9

Used for low to medium soil 
on steps, rubber fl oors, grimy 
surfaces, soap scum and 
grease. Microfi ber scrubber pad 
with short loop microfi ber and 
poly microfi ber square block 
scrubber pads and hook & loop 
backing. Featuring color coding 
selector tabs in blue, green, 
yellow and red. Fits hand trowel 
and wall wash frames.

Selector tabs:   
Blue(B), Red(R), Green(G), 
Yellow(Y)

Spec: 5” x 10”
Packaging: 12/polybag - 48/case

SNOWTROWEL
PART# SNOWTROWELB9

The microfi ber SNOW pad 
is used for low soil levels on 
table tops, walls and ceilings. 
Hook & loop backing. Fits hand 
trowel and wall wash frames.
Microfi ber color:  blue trim 
with white microfi ber

Spec: 5” x 10”
Packaging: 12/polybag - 48/case

Hard Surface Cleaning
Exclusive Pocket Backing
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The Worlds Most
Innovative Microfi ber
Cleaning SystemseCART™ System

eCARTMINI™ 1 
PART# eCARTMINI1
eCARTMINIXR1 (w / Doors)

Single cabinet cart with locking DOORS. 
Includes Single Cover for holding 
PTMINI & eTROWEL, Shelf45, Shelf90, 
Handle & Trash Bag. Great compact cart 
with 5” ball bearing casters. Designed 
for the most productive microfi ber 
cleaning. Buckets sold separately. Shelf 
45 and bag not pictured.

eCARTMINI™ 2 
PART# eCARTMINI2
eCARTMINIX2 (w / Drawers)

Single cabinet cart with locking 
DRAWERS. Includes Single Cover for 
holding PTMINI & eTROWEL, Shelf45, 
Shelf90, Handle & Trash Bag. Great 
compact cart with 5” ball bearing casters. 
Designed for the most productive 
microfi ber cleaning. Buckets sold 
separately. Shelf 45 and bag not pictured.

eCART™ 1
PART# eCART 1 — eCART 1D (w/ 
Door)

Includes top cover, bag, front Shelf90 & 
front Shelf45. Push handle with 
vacuum holder, cup holder, duster 
holder & trash bag w/ side pockets & 
double rear zipper. 5” ball bearing 
swivel & axle caster wheels (2 fi xed & 2 
swivel standard). Buckets sold 
separately.

eCART™ 3
PART# eCART 3 — eCART 3D (w/ 
Door)

Back Shelf90 & back Shelf45. Push 
handle with vacuum holder, cup holder 
and duster holder. 5” ball bearing 
swivel & axle caster wheels (2 fi xed 
& 2 swivel standard). Buckets sold 
separately.

eCART™ 2
PART# eCART 2 — eCART 2D (w/ 
Door)

Includes bag & front Shelf90. Push 
handle with vacuum holder, cup holder, 
duster holder & trash bag w/ side 
pockets & double rear zipper. 5” ball 
bearing swivel & axle caster wheels 
(2 fi xed & 2 swivel standard). Buckets 
sold separately.

eCART™ 4
PART# eCART 4 — eCART 4D (w/ 
Door)

Includes push handle with vacuum 
holder, cup holder, duster holder & 
trash bag w/ side pockets & double 
rear zipper. 5” ball bearing swivel & 
axle caster wheels (2 fi xed & 2 swivel 
standard). Buckets sold separately.

eCART™ Options

C = eCART COVER
B = eCART BAG

2 = eCART BAG12

9 = eCART SHELF90 4 = eCART SHELF45

F = eCART WHLF
S = eCART WHLS H = eCART HDL

      
D = eCART DOORS

U = eCART DUO W = eCART DRAWER

Build Your Own
eCART™ 

Confi guration
Add the below listed letter(s)/number(s) 
after part# eCART or eCARTMINI (BODY 
with S casters). It does not matter the 
order of your part accessory letter(s)/
number(s).There may be more than one 
of the same letter (If you want more 
than one of the same accessory).

AD
D Part Description

9 eCART SHELF90 90º shelf

4 eCART SHELF45 45º shelf

C eCART COVER Top cover for double cabinet

D eCART DOORS Two left and right hand 
doors

F eCART WHLF 2 fi xed & 2 swivel caster 
wheels

S eCART WHLS 4 swivel caster wheels

H eCART HDL Handle

B eCART BAG Heavy duty bag with two 
zipper compartments

2 eCART BAG12 Short, 12” heavy duty bag 
for storage

W  eCART DRAWER 2 Drawer set with hardware, 
locks and side panel cover

U eCART DUO Front platform to hold CPI 
DUO bucket and wringer

M eCART i-mop i-mop holder and ramp

T eCART TANK2 i-mop recovery tank holder

V eCARTMINI COVER Top cover for single cabinet

R eCARTMINI DOORS Door set for single cabinet

X eCARTMINI 
DRAWERS

 Drawers set for single 
cabinet

eCART SIGN Bracket for holding wet 
fl oor sign.

eCART VAC Vacuum holder strap for 
securing an upright vacuum

* each item comes complete with 
necessary mounting hardware

Custom door 
graphics for 

your brand or 
any message.

Industry Leading 10 Year CPI Cart Warranty
 Systems  Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details  Systems  Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details  Systems  Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details  Systems  Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details 



Remove the top cover

to
 ac

cess the eCART™ interior

5” Casters — Interchangeable 
casters. Mix & match swivel and  

fixed, change out tire type.

Raised dry storage to keep 
items clean & dry.

Handle
bottle holder, bag, 

vacuum holder, 
cup holder.
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The Worlds Most
Innovative Microfi ber

Cleaning Systems

Ke
ep

 Everything Organized
eCART™ System

What is it?

The eCART™ System is the result 
of a collaborative design between 
CPI and key customers. Over a year 
of their input, design engineering 
and prototyping has resulted in 
a never seen before, microfi ber 
cleaning system. CPI wanted to 
ensure we produced a high quality 
product, so as a result the eCART™ 
would be manufactured through 
rotational molding. 

The eCART™ System Benefits
✦  High strength rotational molded 

construction

✦  U-Channel construction provides 
exceptional strength

✦  Modular construction gives the user a 
choice in design and function. Build your 
own eCART™ based on specifi c uses.

✦  Thicker outer corners, double wall 
construction and uniform wall 
thickness help strengthen the eCART™.

✦  Affi  x your logo and message to custom 
branding areas on the eCart™. Let the 
public know who’s responsible for this 
innovative new way to clean.

45º Angled Shelf — easy 
access  under another

shelf in the PTBUCKET.

Interior Storage
Store 2 PTBUCKET on 

the middle shelf.

 Store 2 PTMINI or
1 PTBUCKET

on the Bottom shelf.

Flat Shelves — Flat shelf
for easy access of mops

in the PTBUCKET.

Handle Holders — Store 5 
handles quick & easy on 

recessed front cavity.

Top Cover —2xPTMINI, Trowel, 
gloves, RTU bottle, clipboard/

tablet, pen holder.

eCART™  & i-CART™ 
PreTreated Options
Add these PreTreated bucket confi gurations
to your eCART™ and i-CART™confi guration.
Add ”PT” after your eCART™ selection. 
Choose from one of the available options 
below.

Choose any of 4 available bucket colors on 
order (normal color is CPI green & gray if not 
specifi ed otherwise). Colors:   

PART# Includes

eCART1PT 4 PTBUCKET & 4 PTMINI

eCART2PT 3 PTBUCKET & 4 PTMINI

eCART3PT 4 PTBUCKET & 4 PTMINI

eCART4PT 2 PTBUCKET & 4 PTMINI

eCARTMINI1PT 4 PTBUCKET & 2 PTMINI

eCARTMINI2PT 4 PTBUCKET & 2 PTMINI

iCART1 2 PTBUCKET & 3 PTMINI

iCART2 2 PTBUCKET & 3 PTMINI

iCARTMINI1 2 PTBUCKET & 1 PTMINI

iCARTMINI2 2 PTBUCKET & 1 PTMINI

 Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details eCART Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details eCART Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details eCART Visit www.creativeidea.net for more details eCART
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The i-mop™ is sold exclusively through
select CPI Partner Distributors

30 ~ i-mop™

i-mop™
PART# i-mop (single battery set) — i-mop2B (two battery sets)

Changing the way you think about cleaning
•  Increase productivity by over 40%. The i-mop 

cleans 14,000 square feet per hour with a full 
360 degree swivel head design.

•  Tremendous torque to remove the toughest 
dirt with a fl oating head powering 50 lbs into 
the brush action on the fl oor.

•  Quick change tanks, saves chemical as you 

don’t need to throw away good solution.
•  Compact design allows for cleaning small 

areas with the versatility in larger areas.
•  Smart lithium ion battery pack technology 

change out quickly for continuous run time 
(when purchasing a 2nd set of batteries).

i-mop™ Service Box
PART# SERVICEBOX 

Everything You Need, In One Box
We’ve gone to great lengths to ensure your satisfaction is 
guaranteed. Everything you need to service the i-mop™ is included in 
this phenomenal kit. When you use a part from the kit, simply order 
another and keep the pack stocked to always be up and running.

i-mop™ Accessories
Extremely Versatile Capabilities

Ideal for daily maintenance or expand your cleaning possibilities 
with color coding, fl oor striping, buffi  ng and polishing.

Brush Sets

Soft (Set of 2)
Part# 

IMOPBRUSHSOFT

Standard
Medium (Set of 2)

Part# 
IMOPBRUSHMED

Heavy Duty (Set of 2)
Part# 

IMOPBRUSHHARD

Accessories

Solution Tank Complete
Part# - IMOPTANK1

Battery Set
(left & right)

Part# - IMOP BAT2

COLOR CODING

Brush locking rings
Part# IMOP RINGS

(set of 3 colors) 

Solution tank caps
Part # IMOP CAPS

(set of 3 colors) 

See price list for addition parts and pricing.

What is it?

The first of its kind, the i-mop™ 
solves the problems of floor cleaning 
systems by combining the flexibility 
of a floor mop with the power and 
speed of industrial scrubber driers. 
We found out that most areas are still 
being cleaned by mop and bucket, 
because other floor machines are just 
not flexible enough to work in most 
spaces. What’s more the handling 
and operation a typical scrubber 
and drier doesn’t fit with most users 
and organisations. The i-mop™ isn’t 
just designed for cleaning, it also 
designed for the cleaner. 

The i-mop™ Benefits
✦  Easily operated by just about anyone with a 

“hovercraft” like gliding experience.

✦  Boost the levels of cleaning productivity.

✦  The ability to clean multiple surfaces with additional 
cleaning brushes and pads.

Product Specifi cations
Width 18” — 45 cm
Motor 700 Watt
Speed 350 rpm
Sound Level 70 db
Run Time 1 hours
Charge 1 hours
Tank Capacity 1 gallon — 4 liters

PART# i-mop (single battery set) — i-mop2B (two battery sets)

Changing the way you think about cleaningChanging the way you think about cleaning

View additional i-mop™ accessories, technical data and product videos at:
creativeidea.net/i-range/i-Mop
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i-CART™  1
PART# iCART 1

Cart built especially for the i-mop and CPI Microfi ber 
cleaning systems with locking DOORS. Includes top 
cover for holding extra batteries and charger, eTROWEL™, 
gloves, tablet and spray bottle. Holds an extra two each 
fresh water and recovery tanks (tanks sold separately). 
Locking ball bearing casters pushes easily with heavy 
weight (2 fi xed & 2 swivel). Roto molded construction for 
long lasting durability. Standard color confi guration is 
gray and aqua.

i-CARTMINI
PART#
iCARTMINI 1 
(doors)
iCARTMINI 2 
(drawers) 

Single cabinet cart 
built especially 
for the i-mop 

and CPI Microfi ber 
cleaning systems with 

locking DOORS or DRAWERS. 
Includes top cover for holding extra batteries and 
charger, eTROWEL™, gloves, tablet and spray bottle. 
Holds an extra two each fresh water and recovery 
tanks (tanks sold separately). Locking casters (2 fi xed 
& 2 swivel). Roto molded construction for long lasting 
durability. Standard color confi guration is gray and aqua. 
GREAT COMPACT DESIGN!

i-CART™  2
PART# iCART 2

Cart built especially for the i-mop and CPI 
Microfi ber cleaning systems with locking 
DRAWERS. Includes top cover for holding 
extra batteries and charger, eTROWEL™, 
gloves, tablet and spray bottle. Holds an 
extra two each fresh water and recovery 
tanks (tanks sold separately). Locking 
ball bearing casters pushes easily with 
heavy weight (2 fi xed & 2 swivel). Roto 
molded construction for long lasting 
durability. Standard color confi guration is 
gray and aqua.

Extra Batteries
Quickly change 

batteries to keep
your i-mop™

running around
the clock.

Tank Storage
Carry extra 

solution tanks 
to easily 

change out for 
multiple
cleaning 

tasks.

Wet fl oor
sign hanger

5” Casters
Interchangeable casters.

Mix & match swivel and  fixed, 
change out tire type.

Interior Storage
2 inside, easy fl ow 

drawers close fl ush with 
outside of cart to provide 

secure storage.

Custom Branding
Everywhere the i-Cart™ 
goes the public can see 

your brand. 

Custom i-mop™ Bay
Easily slide your i-mop™ onto
the i-Cart™ and lock it in place

for safe transport.

Custom i-mop™ Ramp
No lifting required. Drive your 
i-mop™ directly onto the front
of the i-Cart™ with this slick,

heavy duty ramp.
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12” Single
Motor Upright
PART# iVAC U12

The perfect work-horse for every day cleaning tasks in 
hospitals, schools, hotels, offi  ce buildings and much 
more. Great for soft and hard surfaces. Powerful 1000 
watt single motor drives both the high-speed brush 
and max-lift vacuum. Tremendous air quality with 
HEPA & ULPA fi ltration options with low noise levels. 
The on-board tools and super stretch hose makes 
cleaning any area quick and easy. Adjustable handle 
slides to operator’s desired height. Easy maintenance 
with the quick change chord, brush roll, bag and 
fi lters. Plus, CPI’s ‘Swap-n-Go™ entire modules change 
out quickly for easy up and running repairs.

Product Specifi cations
Cleaning Width 12” — 30cm
Motor 1000 Watt
Brush Speed 3000rpm
Air Speed 32 L/sec
Sound Level 65dB
Tank Capacity 1.5 gallon — 6 liters

Commercial
Canister
PART# iVAC C6

Proven industry leader in canister technology, this 
commercial vacuum has a powerful 1100 watt 
vacuum motor that redirects the air fl ow through an 
exit change reducing the noise levels. A high/low 
switch allows for vacuuming with virtually no noise 
present over background levels. Engineered plastics 
throughout make this vacuum indestructible to 
even the toughest workers! Excellent fi ltration with 
multi-layer bag and cartridge exhaust. Plus, CPI’s 
‘Swap-n-Go™ entire modules change out quickly for 
easy up and running repairs. Comes complete with 
heavy duty non-crush hose, swivel nozzle with air 
dampening, aluminum extension wand, multi-fl oor 
tool, crevice tool & dusting brush.

Product Specifi cations
Cleaning Width 10” — 25cm
Motor 1100 Watt
Air Speed 50 L/sec
Sound Level 62dB
Tank Capacity 1.5 gallon — 6 liters

Compact
Canister
PART# iVAC C5

Compact power is what makes this vacuum 
so great. Carry it anywhere or wheel it around, 
versatility is the name of the game for the C5. 
Engineered plastics throughout make this 
vacuum indestructible to even the toughest 
workers! Plus, CPI’s ‘Swap-n-Go™ entire modules 
change out quickly for easy up and running 
repairs. Comes complete with heavy duty non-
crush hose, swivel nozzle with air dampening, 
aluminum extension wand, multi-fl oor tool, 
crevice tool & dusting brush. 

Product Specifi cations
Cleaning Width 10” – 25cm
Motor 1100 watt
Air Speed 50 L/sec
Tank Capacity 1.1 gallon – 5 liter

Battery
Canister
PART# iVAC C9

Are you ready for some more innovation? 
Get rid of the chord! The C9 utilizes the same 
powerful battery from the i-mop to give you 
a battery operated vacuum with tremendous 
power! Engineered plastics throughout make 
this vacuum indestructible to even the toughest 
workers! Excellent fi ltration with multi-layer bag 
and cartridge exhaust. Plus, CPI’s ‘Swap-n-Go™ 
entire modules change out quickly for easy 
up and running repairs. Comes complete with 
heavy duty non-crush hose, swivel nozzle with air 
dampening, aluminum extension wand, multi-
fl oor tool, crevice tool & dusting brush.

Product Specifi cations
Cleaning Width 10”
Motor 450 Watt
Air Speed 32 L/sec
Sound Level 70 dB
Tank Capacity 2 gallon - 9 Liter

The perfect work-horse for every day cleaning tasks in 

Commercial Dry Vacuums
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Battery
LED light
PART# i-light
i-light BAT (battery)
i-light CRG (charger)

A powerful fl ood light utilizing the i-mop battery 
technology. Eliminate the chord and hassles of 
fi nding plugs or electricity in remote areas. The 
quick release battery is rechargeable for long life. 
Light up an large area at any location with the i-light. 
Comes complete with a metal bracket for mounting 
on a solid surface. (you may use the battery and 
charger from the i-mop or purchase separately) 

Product Specifi cations
Wattage 15W
Lumen 1,500 lm

Run time 1 battery=16 hours
2 batteries=36 hours

Weight no batteries 8 lbs (3.6 KG)
Weight 1 battery 11.5 lbs (5.3 KG)

Battery LED
Light w/ Tripod
PART# i-light TRI

We have added a convenient tri-pod specifi cally 
designed to hold the i-light. The i-light is a 
powerful fl ood light utilizing the i-mop battery 
technology. Eliminate the chord and hassles of 
fi nding plugs or electricity in remote areas. The 
quick release battery is rechargeable for long life. 
Light up an large area at any location with the 
i-light. Comes complete i-light, battery, charger 
and tri-pod w/ brackets.

Product Specifi cations
Wattage 15W
Lumen 1,500 lm

Run time 1 battery=16 hours
2 batteries=36 hours

Weight no batteries 8 lbs (3.6 KG)
Weight 1 battery 11.5 lbs (5.3 KG)

12” Orbital
PART# i-scrub 30EM

Powerful orbital polishing/washing machine. 
The onboard tank pumps out your desired 
solution for easy cleaning. Heavy duty aluminum 
die cast housing will withstand the toughest task. 
Great down pressure will increase the cleaning 
effi  ciency. Chord detaches for easy cleanup and 
maintenance. Protective cover prevents water 
from getting into motor.

Product Specifi cations
Cleaning Width 12” — 330mm
Motor 650 Watt
Speed 175 oscillating
Sound Level 50dB
Tank Capacity 1 gallon — 4 liters

8.25”
Battery Edger
PART# i-scrub 21B

Powerful torque and maneuverability and a Lithium 
ion battery along with a sealed motor and gearbox 
delivers so much power in such a compact design. 
On board solution tank makes cleaning quick and 
easy. Adjustable handle length accommodates 
every operator size. The head pivots a full 360 
degrees for cleaning fl oors, stairs, walls, corners, 
table tops and more. Removable head for attaching 
to a hand-held grip housing, allowing you to go 
anywhere. Comes with battery, charger, pad driver 
set, brush set, solution tank and hand-held housing. 

Product Specifi cations
Cleaning Width 8.25” — 210mm
Motor 650 Watt
Speed 400 rpm
Run Time 2-3 hours
Charge 2 hours
Tank Capacity 1 gallon — 4 liters

Powerful orbital polishing/washing machine. 

8.25”
Battery Edger
PART#
Battery Edger
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The Worlds Most
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Carpet Bonnet
PART#
BONNETC13
BONNETC17
BONNETC20

Two sided CPI WAVE 
microfi ber carpet bonnet. 
Removes more soil faster. 
Launderable.

Spec: Available in 13”, 17” and 20” 
diameters. CPI WAVE TRIO SPLIT 
Technology™ 

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case

Hard Floor
Cleaning Pad
PART#
PAD13
PAD 17
PAD 20

Two sided hard fl oor wash 
pad. Pulls ground-in soils 
from fl oor fi nish. Launder 
hundreds of times and replace 
your disposable red pads. 
Polyester, microfi ber blend 
material. Double stitched 
edging with 5” center hole.

Spec: Available in 13”, 17” and 20” 
diameters

Packaging: 1/polybag - 10/case 

Cleanroom
Flat Mop
PART# CLEANWAVE

Used for low to heavy soil 
levels and all applications. 
100% Microfiber Polyester 
WAVE mop with pocket 
backing, white, 18”, double 
bagged for cleanroom 
applications. Lint-free.

Spec: Good for class 1 - 100,000

Packaging:
1/double bag - 12/case

Stainless
Steel Handle
PART# CLEANFRAMEHDL

Stainless Steel one-piece 
handle, riveted to stainless 
steel pocket frame, fi ts 18” 
CPI cleanroom pocket mop. 
Single bag packaged.

Spec: Good for class 1 - 100,000

Packaging:
1/cleanroom poly bag - 1/case

MRI HANDLE
PART# MRIHANDLE

Fiberglass handle with all 
plastic frame for use within 
MRI rooms (no metal parts).

Spec: Fits CPI microfi ber Hook & 
Loop mops

Packaging: 1/case 

Floor Finish 
System
PART# FINISHSYS

Perfect for quick and easy 
fl oor fi nish application. 
Includes the FPTROLLEY 
with a large 8 gallon capacity, 
ePOCKET frame, eHANDLE, 
and two CPI microfi ber pocket 
mops.

KIT includes:
• 1 FTTROLLEY
•  1 SNOWPOCKET

for thinner coats
•  1 WAVEPOCKETW18

for medium coats
• 1 ePOCKET
• 1 eHANDLE
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Laundry Solutions
What is it?

The only microfiber laundry cleaning 

system specially formulated for 

microfiber and the environment. CPI 

detergents in conjunction with CPI 

microfiber and the CPI Smart washer 

help facilities become more energy 

efficient, conserve resources and 

have a lower environmental impact.

The eSmart System Benefi ts
✦  Readily Biodegradable Surfactants

Meets EPA Safer Detergent Stewardship
Initiative (SDSI)

✦  pH Balanced Formula
Specially formulated for microfi ber

✦ Quickly releases soil from microfiber

✦ Formulated for Low Temperature Washing

✦   Concentrated Formula
A little product goes a long way

Automatic Washer
PART# SMARTCLEAN

Automatic washer with a stainless steel drum, 
pump out, fi ll hose, programmable up to 24 
hours, settings for: water level, wash cycles, 
rinse & spin cycles. Designed specifi cally for CPI 
microfi ber products. Easy to use!

Spec: 110 volt, 64 lbs, 22” x 22” x 36” high. 

eMICRORECLAIM
PART# eMICRORECLAIM 41 (4 - 1 gallon 
bottles)

A laundry detergent specially-formulated to 
clean heavily-soiled microfi ber products that 
have not been cared for properly. Not more than 
a couple applications should be required to 
knock the heavy soil and built-up residue from 
your microfi ber products. Use periodically, not 
intended for daily use.

Packaging: 4 - 1 gallon bottles

eMICROBRITE
PART#
eMICROBRITEII 41 (4 - 1 gallon bottles)
eMICROBRITEII 51 (1 - 5 gallon pale)

Specially-formulated to clean microfi ber 
cleaning products.  Microbrite includes a 
brightening agent that is safe for your microfi ber 
and produces a clean and bright-looking 
result (does not contain any chlorine bleach).  
Strong enough for tuff jobs yet gentle on the 
environment, biodegradable and phospate-free.  
A daily-use product.
Packaging: 4 - 1 gallon bottles
or 1 - 5 gallon pale
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